Therefore, until the dissociation of the Quantum and Wave Function does not occur and
until Bit and Energy are associated in Unreduced Wave Function – there is no Perception
Function at all. *
Information as Possible Ideality, representing the Symmetrical self-identical kingdom,
emanates Symmetric Forces, which like Gravity Forces, catch at a certain distance the
running away during the dissociation Energy.
The Energy, in turn, as a representative of the Asymmetric Non-self-Identical kingdom,
emanates Asymmetrical Anti-gravity Forces, which forces keep the Information at a certain
distance and prevent it from running away.

GENEALOGY OF THE ACT OF PERCEPTION
ASSOCIATED AND DISSOCIATED QUANTUM
What we should not forget is the fact that the Quantum itself is not primordial, but
Secondary. This is so because every time each Quantum occurs again and is created in the
act in which the non-energetic Form (Idea-Information) cuts the primordial Continual
Omni-directed Omni-propagated non-local Infinite Energy into portions by locking each
Portion of Energy into a unit “Form” or a unit “Bit”.
We can say that: 
Each Quantum
dissociated into Unit Bit + Unit Energy



Conversely, Unit Bit + Unit Energy associate with one another to form one
Quantum
Unit Bit + Unity Energy = Quantum
This means that if we manage to split the Quantum or change it into a decay product,
we will release a unit of continual non-local Energy, closed in one “Bit” Information.
Namely this “Bit-Energy Dipole” within itself is the so-called “indivisible quantum”.
It is remarkable that a Portion of Continual Energy is locked into a Unity of Discrete
Information that equals one Bit.
Consequently, the act of the well-known Reduction of Wave Function – which we
imagine as an act of transformation of the Wave Function into Perception Function - is
simply an act of Dissociation of the “Bit-Energy Dipole” – wherein the dissociation itself,
being a distance, release and isolation of Bit from Energy, bifurcates and diverges the
Quantum to Bit information, thus becoming the subject of the Act of Perception in our brain,
and the released energy dissociates as the object of the Act of Perception. Yet, consequently,
the very dissociation of Bit-Energy Binomial, separating Bit from Energy, transforms the Bit
into the subject of the Perceptive Dipole, and the energy into the object of the Perceptive
Dipole- where the subjective pole of the Act of Perception starts to vibrate at much higher
frequency than the frequency at which vibrates the object of the Act of Perception. Only
due to this difference in the frequency the effect of the Perception can occur.
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*Bergson, in his “Matter and Memory” arrives at a similar idea.
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